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0. Introduction



0.0 Executive summary The collection and analysis of all these technical and/or technological breakthroughs is the key to understand what is the point where railway stand and which is its potential for the future. In order to deal with it, this study aims to describe the most recently and current researches about the potential reductions of energy consumption and CO2 emissions, according to the technologies developed nowadays, as well as the study aims to analyse the good practices carried out by railway undertakings that encouraged energy efficiency. This study is materialized in three chapters: • Chapter Introduction. This chapter summarised the measures analysed and the need to carry out efficiency studies. • Chapter “Measures analysed”. In this chapter, for each of the technologies analysed, the methodologies applied will be described, as well as the estimation tools used, and it also will include the potential savings that can be achieved by the use of each technology. • Chapter Conclusions. This third chapter will analyse and summarize all those technologies and innovations studied that have the highest energy efficiency effects on the railway sector and, therefore, those that will have a higher impact in the future. Furthermore, it will be include here a final section with some reflections on the future significance of the energy efficiency in the railway sector.
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0.0.1. The new paradigm The improvement of energy efficiency is one of the main objectives of railway companies. The reason for this is that, an increase in energy efficiency leads to a reduction of financial costs, as well as contributing to improve the environmental behaviour and, consequently, contributing to enhance the economic and social benefit in the cost-benefit analysis, which justifies the public politics in terms of modal shift from other modes to railway. The achievement of this goal has been traditionally supported on the reduction of the amount of the energy consumed, but recently the objectives have been adjusted. The reason for this is that the amount of energy by itself does not appropriately reflect the financial and economic social costs of energy usage. Indeed, on the one hand, the environmental effects largely depend on the kind of energy used (it is not the same for diesel trains than for electric trains, and within the latest, it depends on the electricity mix). But on the other hand, the cost is increasingly modulated by the time in which the energy is consumed (and even the site where it is consumed) and additionally there is the possibility of reducing the total amount of the energy consumed, returning to the power grid, part of the energy regenerated in the braking.



Where: Costenergy: Total cost of the energy; i: period of time; ECons_i: Energy consumed in each period of time i; EReg_i: Energy consumed in each period of time i; PCons_i: Price of the energy consumed in each period of time; PReg_i: Price of the energy regenerated and returned to the grid in each period of time. To make this issue more complicated, in many cases, the price to be paid by the railway for the energy consumed or also the price paid to the railway operator for the energy returned to the power grid do not reflect adequately the actual social costs of the use of the energy. Thereby, the price does not send the right signals to improve energy efficiency. Furthermore, in some cases, as in the case of the treatment of emissions rights for electric traction, the railway is discriminated, sending reverse signals to those that would get the optimum from the system.



Finally, it is important to highlight that the railway is a part of the transport system, and it would be desirable that it could contribute to improve the energy efficiency and environmental behaviour of the system as a whole. Thus, for example, an increase in train speed could raise specific energy consumption; however, this could increase the attractiveness of the railway mode, obtaining passengers of transport modes with lower efficiency. The same could happen if other parameters are improved, as frequency, comfort, etc. In order to deal with this problem in a more balanced manner and with a future vision, the classical paradigm that consists of optimizing the system by reducing the amount of energy imported needs to be replaced by a new methodology that considers the net cost of the energy (equilibrating the imported and the exported), taking into account that, in a more evolved system, the price of the energy will reflect the social costs of its usage. Therefore, it is not only essential to reduce the energy consumption of trains and ancillary systems (both the infrastructure ancillary and the auxiliary systems of trains), but also it is crucial to deploy a set of measures, whether operational or related to the smart management of the energy, that allow achieving the great challenges, related to the energy efficiency, that the transport sector must face.
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0.1. Introduction Mobility growth forecasts and its consequences or negative effects in terms of energy, are two of the great challenges that society has to face today. The transport model, as it is known nowadays, is without a doubt, unsustainable. Any increase in mobility infers serious pollution problems as well as involving increases in energy demand which, along with the lack of natural resources, project a discouraging image of the future. In the last two decades, great efforts have been made and continue to be made, not only in technology, but also in the regulatory sense in order to minimize the negative effects of transport and achieve a sustainable development. It is socially accepted that railway is more energy efficient and environmentally friendly than other competing transport modes. And this, both regarding primary energy consumption (especially that primary energy that comes from non-renewable sources) as well as in GHG emissions. Besides, the gas emissions at local level are lower, both in quantity as well as in the relocation of the greenhouse emissions. And in fact, this belief corresponds to reality in most cases. More recently, it has been demonstrated that high speed rail is not only more energy efficient and environmentally friendly than other competing transport modes, but also it is more efficient than the conventional train which it normally replaces. Furthermore, the higher the speed, the higher the capacity of passenger attractiveness from other transport modes which are less efficient (especially plane and car), thus, the increasing of train speed also contributes to the increase of the efficiency of the transport system. Despite the difficulties of homogeneous and fair, figures show that railway, especially with electric traction, obtains important advantages for society when passengers and goods from other modes are attracted, particularly by reducing GHG emissions. Neither this reality extends to all cases nor is the railway intrinsically superior. This means that, it is not true, as it is asserted usually, that the main reason for the lower energy consumption and emissions compare to car mode, are due to the lower friction between wheel and rail compared to the friction between rubber and road. Even though effectively, this friction is lower, the weight per seat of trains is disproportionately higher than other transport modes, and this makes it almost irrelevant the difference regarding friction resistance. The truth is that the leading position of the train has not been a stimulus to improve energy efficiency, in general, this has remained substantially stable over the last 20 years. Some technological improvements have been offset by the increased consumption of auxiliary in passenger services. Meanwhile, in other modes of transport where the cost of energy is a very important part of the total costs significant efforts have been made to improve efficiency, so that the advantage of the train has been reduced in latest period. The possibility to continue losing its advantages (which are those that justify the investments in rail) is more evident as the demands of reducing GHG emissions agreed in the recent UN Paris summit will force that, in a not a very long term, virtually all cars will be electric (like in Norway where fossil fuel propulsion cars have been forbidden from 2025), and power generation will be free of emissions of greenhouse gases. Then the railroad will have lost a part of its competitive advantages.
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0.2. Energy uses in railway system The energy used in the railway systems is divided into two different blocks as it is shown in the figure include bellow: • The construction consumptions, which are produced just once. • The operation consumptions that happen in a recurrent mode. This one is divided into “train consumption” and “other uses other than traction” (ancillary services).



Figure 6. Energy uses. Source: García, A. (2016).
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0.2.1. Description of the energy uses Energy consumption in railway operation, is characterized (unlike the construction) by being recurrent or repetitive. This consumption is produced in four areas or type of activities: • Energy for the movement of trains. This part of energy consumption is the most important quantitatively and the most characteristic of rail transport. • Energy for auxiliary systems of the trains. The technical auxiliary systems in the vehicles are necessary for the correct operation of the vehicles (fan engines, compressors, etc.); and the commercial auxiliary systems are necessary for the comfort of the passengers or the conservation of the load (heating systems, cooling systems, lighting, etc.). In the past, these services were reduced but the increase of the comfort requirements on board trains has made this consumption relevant. • Energy for auxiliary systems of the infrastructure, that include, for example, lighting consumption of tunnels or sections of track, point heating systems, the signalling and communication systems, etc. • Energy for stations, workshops and other uses. In this section the energy consumption for lighting and air conditioning parking lots, stations, terminals, freight marshalling yard, workshops and offices are included. These consumptions have not a large relative weight (at least in intercity rail systems). The movement of trains and the auxiliary services require an important contribution of energy. However, there are other energy uses within the railway sector. • For the construction of infrastructures and buildings. In this case, lines, stations and workshops. In this section, the necessary energy for the earthmoving works, tunnelling, transport to landfill, etc., can be also mentioned. • For the construction of the trains, including the extraction or raw materials, the manufacturing processes and the transport of pieces and components, for assembly the train, etc. Figure 8 shows the energy flows for the Spanish case in 2011.
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Figure 8. Energy flows for the Spanish case in 2011. Source: Merlin project.
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0.3. Objectives The improvement of energy efficiency is one of the main objectives of railway companies. The reason for this is that, an increase in energy efficiency leads to a reduction of financial costs, as well as, contributing to improve the environmental and, consequently, contributing to enhance the economic and social benefit in the cost-benefit analysis, which justifies the public politics in terms of modal shift from other modes to the railway. The achievement of this goal has been traditionally supported on the reduction of the amount of the energy consumed, but recently the objectives have been adjusted. The reason for this is that an amount of energy by itself does not reflect appropriately the financial and economic social costs of energy usage. Indeed, on the one hand, the environmental effects largely depend on the kind of energy used (it is not the same for diesel trains than for electric trains, and within the latest, it depends on the electricity mix). On the other hand, the cost is increasingly modulated by the time in which the energy is consumed (and even the site where it is consumed), and in addition there is the possibility of reducing the total amount of the energy consumed, returning, to the power grid, part of the energy regenerated in the braking. To make this issue more complicated, in many cases, the price to be paid by the railway for the energy consumed or also the price paid to the railway operator for returning energy to the power grid do not reflect adequately the actual social costs of the use of the energy, thereby, the price does not send the right signals to improve the efficiency. Furthermore, in some cases, as in the case of the treatment of emissions rights for electric traction, the railway is discriminated, sending reverse signals to those that would get the optimum of the system. Finally, it is important to highlight that the railway is part of the transport system, and it would be desirable that it could contribute to improve the energy efficiency and environmental behaviour of the system as a whole. Thus, for example, an increase in train speed could raise specific energy consumption; however, this could increase the attractiveness of the railway mode, obtaining passengers of transport modes with lower efficiency. The same could happen if other parameters are improved, as frequency, comfort, etc. In order to deal with this problem in a more balanced manner and with a future vision, the classical paradigm that consists of optimizing the system reducing the amount of energy imported needs to be replaced by a new methodology that considers the net cost of the energy (equilibrating the imported and the exported), taking into account that, in a more evolved system, the price of the energy will reflect the social costs of its usage. It is not only essential to reduce the energy consumption of trains and ancillary (both the infrastructure ancillary and the auxiliary systems of trains), but also it is crucial to deploy a set of measures, whether operational or related to the smart management of the energy that allows achieving the great challenges, related to the energy efficiency, that the transport sector must face. Therefore, this study aims to review some of the most important developments that are currently carried out or those that, in a short, mid-term will be addressed, as well as analyse those research projects which aim the energy efficiency in the railway sector. The idea is to highlight the current situation of the railway sector, as well as the future situation in terms of energy efficiency. Also the work and approach of the document has been designed to serve as a “toolbox” for the railway companies in order to aid the planning of their energy efficiency strategy. Companies will have the complete range of energy efficiency measures that can be applied to railways and, thus, can choose the best mix for their energy efficiency strategy according to their particular situation and their technical, social, economic and environmental objectives.
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0.4. Measures classification Reducing demand and emissions of the rail system is a long sought goal. Initially it was for economic reasons; then also the risk of shortages in successive oil crises came into play; and most recently the fight against climate change undertaken by the whole international community. The objective of reducing consumption and emissions has been addressed and approached from very different perspectives that could be classified according to several criteria. It is a complex task to try to make a single and extrapolate classification for all the existing cases, basically because, as it has already been underlined, the variety of existing measures and technologies. The choice of applying one measure or another depends much on the specific case and the starting phase where the system is, even the urgency and priority will depend on the baseline. A clear example of this case is reversible substations: It is a priority to install reversible substations in those networks where trains have regenerative braking and even at those points in the network where there is heavy traffic with lots of intermediate stops. In any other scenario it may not be convenient to install reversible substations. Also, this choice depends on the economic possibilities, that is, if you have enough budget to implement it or not. A specific measure may be very good in terms of efficiency but the cost may not be acceptable. In order to assess the effect of the different measures analysed and to help the different agents constituting the rail system, it seems appropriate to establish different classifications to help position each particular case. Therefore three new classifications are proposed that depend on: 



• The life cycle phase.







• The railway subsystem in which they are applied. • The conceptual level.



The different classifications are listed below.
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0.4.1. Classification of measures according to life cycle phase Energy efficiency in rail transport can be reached: either with a suitable design or with an execution of operations aimed at reaching certain energy efficiency objectives; and usually with a combination of both measures. Design decisions (whether infrastructure, vehicles or operating systems) should be taken in advance (sometimes well in advance), and once these decisions have been taken they are often difficult to change. But still other measures can be applied in the operation phase to produce a reduction in consumption. The measures taken in the design phase usually have a greater effect than those adopted in subsequent phases. Therefore, according to the time of the life cycle of rail service that measures are taken, they can be classified as follows: 1. Measures that are taken in the design phase of lines or trains, prior to deployment of services. 2. Measures of redesign, already adopted with lines and trains in operation and which are specified in modifications made to each one (both lines and trains). 3. Operational measures on processes which are adopted in the exploitation phase of the service. This section provides regulatory or fiscal measures that will lead to the desired results without resorting to a specific investment in materials may also be included.



0.4.2. Measures classification according to the subsystem where are applied According to the specific railway subsystem the measures can be distinguish as it follows: 1. Measures related to the line layout (ramps, curves, detours, etc.) and its gauge. 2. Measures related to the electrical infrastructure (substations, catenary, network topology, voltage electrification, conductive sections, etc.). 3. Measures related to the rolling stock (train size, mass, architecture, engine, etc.). 4. Measures related to the operation of trains (timetables, stops, traffic control, driving techniques, etc.). 5. Measures related to other areas of the rail system (stations, workshops, factories, etc.). 6. Measures related to the connection to the public electricity system (return to the network, interruptibility, etc.).
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0.4.3. Classification according to the conceptual level Another classification can be defined, according to the conceptual similarity of each field: 0. “Zero Scope” measures, which would be those that apply to the railway system as well as to any other sector. These include actions affecting buildings, stations, workshops, etc.(activities that are not essentially different from other sectors). For example, the use of energy saving light bulbs, automatic shutdown of lights, improved insulation of air conditioning, etc. Also, those related to the proper allocation of energy consumption for the user perceives “signs” that will stimulate savings are also included. In the case of rail, this allocation is uniquely complex. 1. First level, which includes measures related to trains and the layout that specifically affect rail and that pursue the reduction of the amount of energy needed for the movement and power the auxiliary services of trains. These include, for example, reduced mass, adopting a train efficient architecture, improved performance, etc. They are generally limited to the moment of the design of trains and track layout. 2. Second level of measures, which have to do with electric traction. These range from increasing the use of electric traction (with the extension of electrification of lines and promoting the use of electric trains on electrified lines) to other measures leading to reduce energy losses in power systems of the train. 3. The third level relates to the optimization of the operation, both in the design and implementation of efficient driving patterns (either manual or automatic); as the proper design of schedules, the efficient distribution of stops, an optimum traffic control, reducing empty train runs, etc. 4. The fourth level of measures relates to the management of the regenerative brake and onboard and ground energy accumulation devices. In both cases, the aim is to get the most energy regenerated in the brake considering the railway system as an isolated system that cannot return energy to the public grid, nor can store energy outside the train. 5. Fifth level of measures, include measures which no longer conceive the railway as a closed system, but include the possibility of interacting with electricity grids; the electric and rail system are equipped with some kind of “intelligence” and certain anticipation ability. In this sense, ground accumulation devices may be included in this level; the possibility of returning energy to the grid according to the state of generation; the ability to interrupt the supply entirely or to reduce power, and the interconnection of traction with non-traction rail networks (stations or workshops).
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0.4.4. Measures for the reduction of energy consumption After outlining the existing problems when defining a possible classification that encompasses all measures and analysed technologies, a scheme with the positioning of the studied measures in each of the possible areas of application is needed. The final classification is as follows (Table 1).



Table 1. Measures for energy consumption reduction and emissions in the railway classified by field of application. Source: Independently produced (2016).
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0.5. Methodology 



0.5.1. Document layout The analysis of these measures and the technologies which reduce energy consumption and CO2 emissions, which means that can increase the railway efficiency, will be developed by grouping them into four blocks in order to study an quantify all possible energy flows and their potential improvements. So, this part has been structured in the sections below: 1. Measures related to the infrastructures, trains and installations design. The following measures have been considered: • Design of the infrastructure and design of trains considering new train architectures that allow reducing drag resistance, for example. • Introduction of new materials that allow decreasing, for example the total weight of the rolling stock, which will help to reduce the energy consumption. • Use of the renewable sources to feed non traction loads, as workshops, stations, etc. 2. Measures related to power traction. Amongst them the following can be highlighted: • Electrify those railway lines that are not electrified. It can bring to electric traction, gross tons that currently are transported by diesel traction. • Losses reduction in the traction chain due to the deployment of new technologies. • Inclusion of reversible substations in the power supply system, mainly in DC electrification lines, contributing so to a higher use of the energy returned to the grid by trains. • Adding to the operator fleet new rolling stock which uses alternative fuels (as liquid gas or hydrogen fuel cells). 3. Measures related to ancillary systems. It should take into account the incorporation of new technologies that allow decreasing the energy consumption in both the ancillary systems on-board (as HVAC technologies or new lighting systems) and the ancillary system of the infrastructure. 4. Measures related to Energy Management. Amongst them the following can be underlined: • Measures related to driving, by either the introduction of ECO-Driving Systems or due to the driver´s knowledge of the existing differences of driving strategies, depending if the train has regenerative brake or not. • Introducing, in the power network, Energy Storage Systems and to provide them with “intelligence” in order to manage the use of the energy. • Introducing Smart Grid technologies that allow a greater controllability of the electric loads (trains, auxiliaries, etc.) in order to, for example, reduce power peaks in a specific area of the line. All these technologies will be studied in an independent way, explaining their goals and defining and quantifying the benefits contributed to railroad system.
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0.5.2. Technical datasheet Each measure or technology has been structured in seven different sections, where an analysis and description of the measure has been carried out, as well as a comparative analysys has been povided using simbols, tables and schemes. A brief explanation of each datasheet section is included below. 1.Introduction: Where the efficiency and the investment are explained and graphically expressed by “traffic lights”, in which the five colours represent from 1 to 5, the efficiency from less (red) to the more efficient (dark green); and the costs from higher costs (red) to lower (dark green), as it is shown in the pictures.
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